METiS joins the Roche Accelerator
CAMBRIDGE, MA – May 18, 2022 – METiS today announced officially joining
the Roche Accelerator with the goal to tap into Roche’s global scientific
expertise, laboratory facilities and foster collaboration discussions on
formulation development and optimization with Roche Innovation Center
Shanghai.
"We are excited to become a member of the Roche Accelerator and to
establish a closer connection with a global leader in healthcare like Roche,"
said Chris Lai, co-founder and CEO of METiS. “We look forward to testing
METiS’ proprietary AiTEM platform together and exploring deeper
collaboration opportunities to bring optimized therapeutics to patients around
the world.”
Traditionally, new drug molecules face many obstacles in drug development,
including inadequate pharmacokinetic properties due to poor permeability and
/ or low solubility, which significantly affect their druggability. Tissue-specific
delivery of nucleic acid-based medicines can be even more challenging, and it
is critical to understand how drug molecular structures interact with excipients
and nanomaterials, and the impact of physiological microenvironments on the
physical and chemical properties.
The METiS platform, AiTEM, combines cutting-edge AI data-driven algorithms,
mechanism-driven quantum mechanics and molecular dynamics simulations,
to calculate Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) properties, elucidate APItarget and API-excipient interactions, and predict chemical, physical and
pharmacokinetic properties of small molecule and nucleic acid therapeutics in
specific microenvironments, and screen for optimal formulations from tens of
thousands of data points. This enables rapid and efficient candidate selection
and formulation design, programmable nucleic acid drug development and its
delivery design.
Dr. Qiusong Tang, Head of Roche Accelerator, said: “We have been witnessing
digitalization and AI along the entire pharma R&D value chain, and I’m very glad
to welcome METiS as the first Roche Accelerator portfolio start-up focusing on
AI.”
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About METiS
METiS is a biotechnology company that aims to drive best-in-class therapies in
a wide range of disease areas by integrating drug discovery and delivery with

AI, machine learning, and quantum simulation. To learn more, please visit
metistx.com.
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